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Banner widths vary

BANNER LIST
BANNER 1 - 28.5” x 45.5"
BANNER 2 - 44.875” x 45.5”
BANNER 3 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 4 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 5 - 44.875” x 45.5”
BANNER 6 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 7 - 28.5” x 45.5” (blank)
BANNER 8 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 9 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 10 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 11 - 28.5” x 45.5” (blank)
BANNER 12 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 13 - 28.5” x 45.5” (blank)
BANNER 14 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 21 - 28.5” x 45.5”
BANNER 22 - 33” x 45.5”
BANNER 23 - 33” x 45.5”
BANNER 24 - 33” x 45.5”

18 Banners total



Nano labs are clean 

To make tiny things, scientists need to 
work in a very clean place. These special 
work spaces are called clean rooms.

To keep dust out of clean rooms, scientists 
put on special head-to-toe suits that cover 
everything but their faces.  
 
They also use special supplies, like dust-
free paper and pens. No pencils are 
allowed—they create too much dust! 
Sticky mats on the floor keep feet clean.

Tiny pieces of dust can cause problems 
when you’re making very small things

Dust can mess everything up!

Pieces of dust that are too small to see 
with just our eyes are gigantic compared 
to tiny wires in a chip. 

Even a tiny speck of dust can make a 
chip stop working.

A tiny speck of dust on a computer chip

Why keep labs clean?

What do you find in a nano lab?
Clean rooms have special tools and equipment

Special pens and paper 
release fewer chemicals 

and fibers into the air
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Who works in a nano lab?

Creating tiny new medical devices to 
cure diabetes, deliver drugs, and grow 
new heart muscle

Stanley Williams’ Group at 
Hewlett-Packard

Tejal Desai’s Group at University 
of California San Francisco

Inventing tiny new circuits, switches, 
and other parts for computers and 
electronics

Antje Baeumner’s Group at 
Cornell University

Where are nano labs?

Researchers and technicians  
work in nano labs at universities  
and in industry. 

They learn about tiny things and make 
new small tools and materials.

How big is a nanometer?

There are 1 billion nanometers in a meter 
(about a yard). 

Atoms are so small they are measured  
in nanometers.

Building tiny biosensors that 
can detect pollution and germs

Many different scientists work in nano labs

What do you wear  
in a nano lab?

Special clothing must be worn in clean rooms

People who work in clean rooms put on a lot of 
gear before they enter the lab. They get dressed in 
a special room. They even get dressed in a special 
order! This helps keep the lab clean.

Booties

Gloves

Badge

Suit

Hood

Glasses

Shoe covers  
go on over shoes.

Hoods cover 
heads.  

Head-to-toe  
suits cover the 
whole body.

Booties go on 
feet and legs.

Glasses and 
gloves cover 
hands and eyes.

Badges identify 
people.

Play nano scientist

Pretend to 
work in a nano lab

Use the tweezers to 
pick up a pretend wafer 
and put it on a tray. It’s 
slippery — don’t drop it!

Put the tray in the 
machine and pretend  
to wash the wafer.

Put the tray in the oven 
and pretend to bake the 
wafer.

Look at the tiny patterns 
on the wafer with a 
magnifying glass.

Pretend to be a scientist and make tiny things

What are computer chips made of?

Computer chips are built on flat 
silicon wafers.

Silicon wafers are perfect for 
making computer chips since  
they are smooth and can  
conduct electricity.

A silicon wafer is made  
from silicon atoms.

How are computer chips made?

To make computer chips, scientists 
print tiny patterns on a silicon wafer. 
They add many layers of patterns to 
the wafer. 

The process includes coating the 
wafer with chemicals, exposing it to 
light, and baking it in special ovens.

Silicon 
crystal

Silicon wafer

Silicon atoms

A scientist makes 
a computer chip
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What happens 
in the NanoLab?

    In a clean room, scientists learn about and  
make things that are too small to see.

Scientists build tiny  
things with atoms.

Atom

Silicon Wafer

Silicon  
Crystal

Scientists wear  
special clothes.

Scientists use  
special tools and equipment.

Welcome to the 

NanoLab
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How can we see tiny things?
Atoms are so tiny, scientists use  

special microscopes to “feel” instead of see

Choose a pattern of pretend atoms

Person A

Place the pattern in 
the tray and slide the 
tray under the dome

Feel the atoms
Play this game with a partner

Probe microscopes are used to explore 
the surface of tiny things. They gather 
data by “feeling” and use it to make a 
computer-generated image.

Put your hand in  
the glove and feel  
the pretend atoms

Pull out the glove 

Push the button  
to reveal the  
hidden pattern

Now switch places and play again

These microscopes are the most 
powerful type of microscope. They 
can even be used to examine  
DNA and atoms.

Guess the pattern

An image of atoms created by a 
probe microscope

Person B
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What happens 
in the NanoLab?

    In a clean room, scientists learn about and  
make things that are too small to see.

Scientists build tiny  
things with atoms.

Atom

Silicon Wafer

Silicon  
Crystal

Scientists wear  
special clothes.

Scientists use  
special tools and equipment.

Child
A child is about 1 meter tall
1 meter = 1,000,000,000 nm (1 billion nanometers)

10

Hand
A hand is about 1 decimeter wide
1 decimeter = 100,000,000 nm (100 million nanometers)

10

Pinky Finger
A pinky finger is about 1 centimeter wide
1 centimeter = 10,000,000 nm (10 million nanometers) 

10

Freckle
A freckle is about 1 millimeter wide
1 millimeter = 1,000,000 nm (1 million nanometers)

10

Strand of Hair
A hair is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a millimeter wide
0.1 millimeter = 100,000 nm (100 thousand nanometers)

10

Red Blood Cell
A red blood cell is about 10 micrometers wide
10 micrometers = 10,000 nm (10 thousand nanometers)

10

Bacteria
A bacteria cell is about 1 micrometer wide
1 micrometer = 1,000 nm (1 thousand nanometers)

10

Virus
A virus is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a micrometer wide
0.1 micrometer = 100 nm (1 hundred nanometers)

10

Cell Membrane
A cell membrane is about 10 nanometers wide
10 nanometers = 10 nm

10

Sugar Molecule
A sugar molecule is about 1 nanometer wide
1 nanometer = 1 nm

10

Atom
An atom is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a nanometer wide
0.1 nanometer = 0.1 nm
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How small is nano?
Measuring different things
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How do scientists get  
atoms to build on their own?

What are atoms?

Atoms are the basic building 
blocks of matter. Atoms join 
together to form molecules, which 
make up everything in the world. 

Atoms are always moving – even in 
solid objects.

This room, the air, and even you 
are made of atoms. There are  
90 kinds of naturally occurring 
atoms (such as carbon, nitrogen, 
and oxygen).

In this exhibit, atoms are 
represented by metal balls 

Atoms can create 
their own patterns

Push the button 
to start

Watch the  
pretend atoms  
form patterns

Use your hand  
to scatter the 
pretend atoms  
and then watch 
what happens

Self-assembly

Self-assembly is when atoms organize 
themselves, forming patterns and 
structures.

Scientists can change conditions or add 
different types of atoms to cause atoms 
to self-assemble.
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What are atoms?

Atoms are the basic building 
blocks of matter. Atoms join 
together to form molecules, which 
make up everything in the world. 

Atoms are always moving – even in 
solid objects.

This room, the air, and even you 
are made of atoms. There are  
90 kinds of naturally occurring 
atoms (such as carbon, nitrogen, 
and oxygen).

In this exhibit, atoms are 
represented by metal balls 

Push the button  
to start

Smooth out the 
pretend atoms with 
the tool

Try moving the 
pretend atoms 
around

Build with 
lots of atoms

How do scientists build  
with lots of atoms at once?

One by one versus lots at once 

Moving atoms one by one in a lab is precise, 
slow, and difficult work. It is faster to use 
tools and chemicals to move lots of atoms 
at once, but you can’t build really tiny things 
that way.

Did you know?

Did you know that when you polish an object by 
rubbing, you’re actually moving atoms?
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Child
A child is about 1 meter tall
1 meter = 1,000,000,000 nm (1 billion nanometers)

10

Hand
A hand is about 1 decimeter wide
1 decimeter = 100,000,000 nm (100 million nanometers)

10

Pinky Finger
A pinky finger is about 1 centimeter wide
1 centimeter = 10,000,000 nm (10 million nanometers) 

10

Freckle
A freckle is about 1 millimeter wide
1 millimeter = 1,000,000 nm (1 million nanometers)

10

Strand of Hair
A hair is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a millimeter wide
0.1 millimeter = 100,000 nm (100 thousand nanometers)

10

Red Blood Cell
A red blood cell is about 10 micrometers wide
10 micrometers = 10,000 nm (10 thousand nanometers)

10

Bacteria
A bacteria cell is about 1 micrometer wide
1 micrometer = 1,000 nm (1 thousand nanometers)

10

Virus
A virus is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a micrometer wide
0.1 micrometer = 100 nm (1 hundred nanometers)

10

Cell Membrane
A cell membrane is about 10 nanometers wide
10 nanometers = 10 nm

10

Sugar Molecule
A sugar molecule is about 1 nanometer wide
1 nanometer = 1 nm

10

Atom
An atom is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a nanometer wide
0.1 nanometer = 0.1 nm
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How small is nano?
Measuring different things

Child
A child is about 1 meter tall
1 meter = 1,000,000,000 nm (1 billion nanometers)

10

Hand
A hand is about 1 decimeter wide
1 decimeter = 100,000,000 nm (100 million nanometers)

10

Pinky Finger
A pinky finger is about 1 centimeter wide
1 centimeter = 10,000,000 nm (10 million nanometers) 

10

Freckle
A freckle is about 1 millimeter wide
1 millimeter = 1,000,000 nm (1 million nanometers)

10

Strand of Hair
A hair is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a millimeter wide
0.1 millimeter = 100,000 nm (100 thousand nanometers)

10

Red Blood Cell
A red blood cell is about 10 micrometers wide
10 micrometers = 10,000 nm (10 thousand nanometers)

10

Bacteria
A bacteria cell is about 1 micrometer wide
1 micrometer = 1,000 nm (1 thousand nanometers)

10

Virus
A virus is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a micrometer wide
0.1 micrometer = 100 nm (1 hundred nanometers)

10

Cell Membrane
A cell membrane is about 10 nanometers wide
10 nanometers = 10 nm

10

Sugar Molecule
A sugar molecule is about 1 nanometer wide
1 nanometer = 1 nm

10

Atom
An atom is about 0.1 (one tenth) of a nanometer wide
0.1 nanometer = 0.1 nm
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How small is nano?
Measuring different things
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Build with atoms 
one by one

Push the button  
to start

Use the tweezers 
to move the 
pretend atoms 

Can you fill all 
the holes in the 
tray?

Turn the crank to 
empty the tray

One by one versus lots at once 

Moving atoms one by one in a lab is 
precise, but it is slow and difficult work. 

It is faster to use tools and chemicals to 
move lots of atoms at once, but you can’t 
build really tiny things that way.

How do scientists build  
with atoms one by one?

What are atoms?

Atoms are the basic building 
blocks of matter. Atoms join 
together to form molecules, which 
make up everything in the world. 

Atoms are always moving – even in 
solid objects.

This room, the air, and even you 
are made of atoms. There are  
90 kinds of naturally occurring 
atoms (such as carbon, nitrogen, 
and oxygen).

In this exhibit, atoms are 
represented by metal balls 
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Are there robots the size of a child?
Yes, there are robots as tall as a person!
The Mars rovers are about 1 meter tall.

Are there robots the size of a hand?
Yes, there are robots as tall as a hand!
The Roomba® Vacuum Robot is 1 decimeter thick.

Are there robots the size of a finger?
Yes, there are robots as wide as a finger!
This mini robot is about 1 centimeter wide.

Are there robots the size of a freckle?
Yes, there are robots as small as a freckle!
This mini robot is less than 1 millimeter wide.

Are there robots the size of a hair?
Yes, there are robots as wide as a hair!
This mini robot is about one tenth of a millimeter wide.

Are there robots the size of blood cells?
No, cell-sized robots don’t exist.  
This tiny robot was created by an artist and is just imaginary.

Are there robots the size of bacteria?
No, bacteria-sized robots don’t exist.  
This “swim bot” was created by an artist and is just imaginary.

Are there robots the size of molecules?
No, molecule-sized robots don’t exist. 
This experimental nanocar is built from atoms, but is not a robot.

Nanosize

Microsize

Macrosize

MARS 
ROVER

VACUUM
ROBOT

MINI ROBOT

MINI ROBOT

MINI ROBOT

CELL INJECTOR

NANOCAR

These robots do exist

Micro-sized robots 
don’t exist

Nanobots don’t exist

REAL

NOT REAL

NOT REAL

IS THAT ROBOT

REAL?
How small can a robot be?

SWIM BOT

1. Build an imaginary robot

2. Write on a card what your robot does

If you could build 
a really tiny robot what 
would you make?

Nanobots in our future?
Some people believe that in the future we 
will be able to make tiny robots called nano-
bots to do jobs we can’t do with normal-
sized tools.

But right now nanobots are imaginary— 
they are not real.

Waterbot!!

To collect chemicals in the 

creek so they don't pollute 

the water

A grain of sand

A computer

A solar panel

Build an Imaginary

WARNING: 
Small parts in this area are 
choking hazards to children 

3 years and under.

FACT OR FICTION?

Aspen Aerogel boot by Salomon, [K]Factor tennis racket by Wilson, Nano-Tex pants by Gap, silver healing bandage by Curad, Nanolotion by Lâncome

Fact: Already Here!!!

Innovative! 
Useful! Unexpected!

Real uses for nanotechnologies!

Space-age boot uses nanotechnology 
to stay light and dry!!!

FACT OR FICTION?

Fiction: Imaginary Nanobots

Amazing! Exciting!
Spectacular! Not real!

Can a nanobot inject medicine 
directly into blood cells?

Nanobot worms 
clean up pollution

Nanobots destroy 
pathogens in blood

Nanobots aid digestion 
the in stomach

A nanobot replaces
a nerve cell

Buzz saw 
nanobots 
cut hairNanobots attack a 

virus with lasers

Swim bot
repairs cells

Are there robots the size of a child?
Yes, there are robots as tall as a person!
The Mars rovers are about 1 meter tall.

Are there robots the size of a hand?
Yes, there are robots as tall as a hand!
The Roomba® Vacuum Robot is 1 decimeter thick.

Are there robots the size of a finger?
Yes, there are robots as wide as a finger!
This mini robot is about 1 centimeter wide.

Are there robots the size of a freckle?
Yes, there are robots as small as a freckle!
This mini robot is less than 1 millimeter wide.

Are there robots the size of a hair?
Yes, there are robots as wide as a hair!
This mini robot is about one tenth of a millimeter wide.

Are there robots the size of blood cells?
No, cell-sized robots don’t exist.  
This tiny robot was created by an artist and is just imaginary.

Are there robots the size of bacteria?
No, bacteria-sized robots don’t exist.  
This “swim bot” was created by an artist and is just imaginary.

Are there robots the size of molecules?
No, molecule-sized robots don’t exist. 
This experimental nanocar is built from atoms, but is not a robot.
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NANOCAR

These robots do exist

Micro-sized robots 
don’t exist

Nanobots don’t exist

REAL

NOT REAL

NOT REAL

IS THAT ROBOT

REAL?
How small can a robot be?

SWIM BOT

Build an Imaginary
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